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In recent years, demand for best quality products is on the rise In
respect of the process Mushy, this amounts to stringent
automatic control systems. Moreover, plants Ml to be more
complex. There are two ways to deal with the non-linear control
design (or plants subject to uncertainty and disturbances: Robust
control and Adaptive control. Recently neural adaptive control is
being intensively developed. In the present work, a model-based
control using ANN has been developed to control pH m a
laboratory scale continuously stated tank reactor (CSTR).

systems which are poorly described by a linear model
Thus, an accurate process model is a valuable simulation
tool, which could be used to validate controllers to
investigate the consequences of the proposed plant
modifications or to recognise and subsequently prevent
critical process operating conditions.

This paper demonstrates the extension of Internal Model
Control (IMC) scheme to a neutralisation process, firstly, the
process as well as its inverse has been identified using back
propagation algorithm for neural network training. Secondly, the
IMC strategy has been used for neuro-control. The resulting
controllers are comparable to gain scheduled PI or PID
controllers, which are standard controllers In the process industry
The performance of‘the neural net based IMC system is
compared for the set point tacking with constant and non
constant disturbance rejection with conventional tuned PI
controller. Experimental results using a laboratory setup test plant
show the effectiveness of the proposed control scheme.

The main difficulty of controlling pH-processes in CSTR
arises from the non-linear dependence of pH value on the
amount of reagent. F.G. Shinskey |4| has shown that, if
this non-linearity is severe and changes widely in an
unpredictable manner, classical linear feedback does not
always achieve satisfactory performance. One possible
solution is to apply an adaptive controller, such as self
tuning proportional-integral-derivative (PID) controller
which is, in fact a minimum prediction error adaptive
controller, based on an approximate linear process model

Control of a pH Process

chemical plant is a complex of many sub-unit
However, since the pH process is usually dominated
processes and each sub-unit process may
by non-linear characteristics, it would be advantageous to
possess severe non-linearity due to inherent
use a non-linear model rather than an approximate linear
features such as reaction kinetics and transport
model Grazyna A. Pajunen [5] simulated the non-linear
phenomenon. Due to this complexity and non
adaptive controller based on combination of a pole
linearity. conventional linear controllers, commonly used
placement design method with a piecewise-pol/nomirl
in industrial chemical plants, show very different control
titration function, the coefficients of which are estimated
performances depending on operating conditions. In these
from pH measurements. The’ results show that when
circumstances, designing a robust controller using the
titration curve is very non-linear in the operation range,
assumption of linearity entails a degree of uncertainty in
then the non-linear adaptive controller works better than
the design procedure. This, in turn, usually dictates that
the linear one.
controller can operate efficiently within a limited
Model based control has the ability to handle
operating region. The situation is further complicated by
constraints
on actuated variables and internal variables.
the fact that chemical process is often time variant and
The most difficult pan of the realization of a non-linear
can contain significant time delays. The consequences of
predictive control is to obtain a mathematical model. In
the combination of these factors usually mean that
many cases, it is even impossible to obtain a physically
systems in the process industry cannot be efficiently
founded process model due to the complexity of the under
operated under linear control, and hence, they are
lying processes. Bhat et al. [6] used neural computation
controlled in a conservative manner, never driven upto the
for dynamic modeling and control of the non-linear
system's achievable limits.
processes.
Many advanced control schemes are developed to
Bhat and Mcavoy [6,7} show the utility of the neural
efficiently control non-linear processes based on their
networks
in providing viable process models where the
mathematical models [1, 2, 3]. While the performance of
technique is used to successfully characterize the non
these model-based strategies is influenced by several
linear chemical systems as well as to interpret the
factors, it is principally dependent on the validity of the
biosensor
data. A. Drager [8] used a training set, which is
model. The development of such model-based control has
generated by the system under closed loop control with a
relied on the linear systems theory. So the performance of
reasonable PI controller. The advantage of using the data
the model based control strategies can deteriorate for
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from u controlled plant is that suitable time series of data
can be extracted from normal operation data. Also
collecting data from controlled plant goes beyond specific
aspect that without control the plant can hardly be
opeiatcd. In model-based control, a model of the process
is an integral pan of the control algorithm: the control
equation structure depends on the process model in
coniuist to the PID controller, which has only one
equation. It hits been proposed by Narendra and
Parthasaiathy |9| and N.V. Bhat. P.A. Mmderman Jr. and
TJ Avoy 1101 licit model based control strategics could
employ neural network models and thus benefit from the
non-lmear approximation properties ol ANNs. Also,
el'loi is have been made to design a neural lineal ising
contiol scheme for non-linear processes by Suk-Joon-Kim
ct al. fill and by Psaltis ct al. 112]. The piescnl work is
focused on studying the performance of the non-lincai
predictive pH control using neural model based on the
IMC technique.
Internal Model Control with ANN Models
In model-based control, a model of a process is used to
determine the control action. Garcia and Morari
developed IMC structure for single input single output
systems [ I3J. Also, this could include many conventional
schemes such as Smith predictor, dead beat controller,
Dalhin's method, etc. as its special cases. Garcia and
Morari [14] extended the IMC controller concept defined
for SISO system to multiple input multiple output
(MIMO) system.

where, R is the desired closed loop transfer function
disregarding disturbances. This is typically a diagonal
matrix of first oijier transfer functions. By simplifying the
equation [If,
GP|I+GC F(Gp-G,„)r‘GcF=R ’
When solved for control plus filler GtF yields •
GlF=Gp-'R(I-R+G,11GI,-'R)-1
By approximating that model as equal to process, i.e..
G„,s G,,. the expression of control plus fillei reduces to
GCF=G111-'R
This transfer function, leads lo the following
properties.
1) Assume GcSG*,'1
If the controller and the process arc stable, then :he
closed loop stability is guaranteed.
2) The time constants of the filter should be chosen to
give the desired response to set point changes and
model/piocess mismatch.
In the general case, the error signal
action u are indicated by,
e =yu-(Gpu-G,„u)

e and the control

ti=GcF £
Gp u indicates the non-linear operator, Gp acting on
the vector u. The above two equations yield:
u=GcF[yd-(Gpu-Ginu)]
Since y=Gpu and' ym=G,„u, this equation can be
written as.
Y=GpGtF[yd-(y-Y„1)J
If the model is perfect, i.e.. Gp = G,„ and y = Ym. then
the above equation leads to.
Y=G,„GcFyd=Ry,1

Fig. 1: Mock Diagram or Internal Model Control Scheme

The structure of the IMC is shown in Fig. I. IMC
control scheme uses the model of the process (Gm) in
parallel with process (Gp) itself in order to produce the
feedback signal to the controller. The controller itself
generally consists of two parts.
1) A filter (F) used to achiese the desired degree ol
robustness.
2) The controller Gt which is an inverse of the process
model.
The internal model control loop tues the difference
between the outputs of the process and of the internal
model (Gm). This difference represents the effects of
disturbances and of mismatch of the model.
Solving the closed loop response of this system
yields:

y=GPI I+Gt F(GP-Gm)f'G,.Fyd=Ryd

(l)

So. in order for the controller to track the desired
reference trajectory, the controller can be the inverse of
the model operator (Gc = G,,,'1) and the filter can be equal
the desired trajectory operator (F=R).
The equation for the controller becomes,
u=G01'!

R e =G„1'1 R[y,i-{y-ym)]

(2)

In order to incorporate the ANN model into this
structure for the model process. Gin. then the controller,
must be the inverse of this model. So the equation of the
controller becomes.

u=

Gm-1

• R

[yd-(y-y,„)]

(3)

ANN
Filter Error signal
In the implementation of the ANN IMC approach, the
two neural networks substitute the nonlinear controller
and the process model as shown in Frg (2).
The error signal is calculated by subtracting the
difference between the forward model and the output,
from the desired set point yd. Then this error signal is
passed through the linear filter, which has time constants
that are related to the desired response of the system.
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Finally, the inverse model needs to be obtained in order to
calculate the Filtered output. Developments or internal
model .control in case of the non-linear models of the
process have been prdposed by Hunt K. J.. et at. [IS. 16]
for continuous time models and also for discrete lime
models.

that effect. The controller uses the forward and inverse of
the process model.

5x1

Fig. 4: Network Architecture

Continuously Stirred Tank Neutralization Reactor
A small-scale continuously stirred neutralization reactor is
used in which acetic acid is neutralized with sodium
hydroxide solution as shown in Fig. 3. The capacity of the
tank is 6 lit. Hie concentrations of acetic acid and sodium
hydroxide solutions are 0.01 mole/f. The flow rate of the
acetic acid is maintained constant at 1.3'1/min. while the
controller manipulates the flow rate of NaoH.

Sodium
hydroxide

While developing a control scheme using the neural
network as a process model, we need enough data to train
neural network. Generally these data are obtained by
making various random changes in process inputs ovei a
whole operation range But this may lead to a very sparse
representation of the high gain area at the point of
equivalence in the training data set.
Various structures of the neural network have been
tried. The neural network structure used in Final control
has three layers. All the. layers are fully connected.
Tapped delay line having five inputs is used at the input
layer to obtain the delayed inputs during training. There
are 10 neurons in input layer, 10 neurons in hidden layer
and 1 neuron in the output layer. All the layers have the
biases. Input and hidden layer use the sigmoid transfer
function while the output layer uses the linear transfer
function The network architecture is shown in Fig. 4.

Forward Model
Fig. S shows the steady state process characteristics of a
pH process. The process has steep region where it has
very high process ga'n. If nndom -nput is used for
generating the data, it may lead to loss of response data in
this region If the insufficient numbers of the data sets are
available near the equivalence point, it might not properly
model the steepest portion of the process characteristics.

Collection Tray
Fig. 3: Neutralization Reactor

■•McAvoy T.J., Hsu E. and Lowehthal S. [17] have
developed a theoretical model of this weak acid strong
base system. The chemical equilibria for the weak
acid/strong base system are,
Na+OH' + CH3COO H+ <=> Na+CH3COO>H20 (4)
The pH can be obtained by,
PH=-log [H*]
'

' ■

(5)

The system will behave like a buffer solution due to
the incomplete dissociation of acetic acid in water and the
equilibrium reaction with sodium aceitate. The CSTR is
controlled using a digital PID controller The controller,
in turn, is supervised by personal computer.

ANN Modelling ofthe pH Process
Internal model control structure as shown in Fig. 2 is used
for the control. The IMC structure makes use of the
process model to infer the effect' of immeasurable
disturbances on the process output and then counteracts

The training dataset has been generated by the system
under closed loop control with a PI controller. The
sampling time is set at 20 sec. The set points are changed
randomly during operation and the linear PID controller is
allowed to track these set points. Thus, the training
dataset consists of two measured time senes of pH value
and dosing pump frequency (output). The plant is
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operated for 3 hrs. The training data used to model the pH
response is as shown in Fig 6.

Flow(t)=S[pH(t),pH(t-1 )lPH(t-2),pH(t-3),pH(t-4),

12 i

10
1:/

FIow(i-1 ),FIow(t-2),Flow (t-3),Row (l-4),Row(l-5) (7)
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network architecture similar to the forward process model
is used to obtain inverse process model.
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tig. 6: Data Used during 'I raining

Where, S is neural network similar to, network used
in obtaining the inverse model. The neural network is
trained using both the main learning architectures for the
inverse model,- viz,, I) The general learning, and.
2) specialized learning. The inverse model trained using
general learning often leads to situations in which the
output of the controller sticks at some value, resulting in
poor performance. In (he present study, the specialized
learning was used to obtain the inverse model

PH(t+1 )=N[pH(t), pH(t-l), pH(t-2), pH{t-3), pH(t-4)
Flow(t), Flow (t-1). Flow (t-2). Flow (t-3). Flow (t-4)] (6)

The model obtained has a good accuracy. Since most
errors are due to the control-saturation.'adding neurons
does not improve the training mean square error (TMSE)
significantly and is around 1.5e-5. This obtained inverse
model and the forward model are used in the IMC
structure.

Where N is neural network having 3 layers. AH the
layers are fully connected. Tapped delay line is used to
obtain the past inputs. The architecture of the neural
network is 10-10-1. AH the layers have the biases. The
input and hidden layer activation function are sigmoid in
the range of (-1.1). Output layer has linear activation
function.

The IMC systems are characterized by a control device
consisting of the controller and the internal model of the
process. The internal model loop computes the difference
between the output of the process and the internal model.
This difference represents the effect of disturbances due
to mismatch of a model.

A test data signal of about 1000 input-output pairs
has been obtained in the same way. Various structure of
the neural network has been tried. The multiple input
single output (MISO) model finally used is.

Inputs to the neural network have been scaled in therange of (-1.1). The learning rate initially is /? = 0.94 and
momentum coefficient a = 0.4. The mean square error
(MSE) is less than 0.0001 on the tested results. Generally,
training efforts are high, which makes it difficult and time
consuming to explore various structures and to optimize
the network structure. The stringency of the networkstructure chosen is not checked. Also it is observed that
the number of neurons in the hidden layer has very little
effect on the prediction. The actual and predicted model
response have been compared and the prediction error
found to be very small. This developed forward model has
been used in the ANN-IMC controller scheme.
„
Inverse Model
The inverse model identification plays a central role in
model based control structures as the quality of control
depends directly on it. Neural network architecture,
similar to the forward process model, can be used to
obtain the inverse process model. The neural network
model, used to ieam the inverse dynamics, consists of
delayed plant inputs and outputs.
The neural network model for the inverse dynamics
of the process is a non-linear function, which consists of
delayed pH output and input flow rales according to the
estimated order and the dead time of the neutralization
process. The inverse process model is developed by using
the same training data. This network will predict the flow
rate necessary to achieve the desired pH. A neural

Experimental Results

Comparison with the PI Controller
To check whether the neural network controller works
well is to compare it directly with other types of existing
controllers. As PID controllers are still the most widely
used in industry, it is worthwhile comparing their
performance. A velocity form of the discrete PID
controller can be written as follows:
A u(k)=Kt[e(k)-e(k-1 )]+T/2T,[e(k)-e(k-1 ]
T<|/T[e(k)-2e(k-1 )+e(k-2)]

(8)

where A u(k) is the increment of die control input,
e(k) is the performance error at the sampling instant k, Kc
is the controller gain, T, is the integral or reset time, and
Td is the derivative or rate time. The auto tuning of the
PID controller is done in which the process.characteristics
are measured and optimum values of the K^’T, and Td are
obtained. The final setting for Kc, Ti and Td are 15,5 sec,
2 sec respectively.
Setpoint Tracking
The experiments were performed using the neural
network architecture as shown in Rg. 3. with the training
data set values. The sampling time used for the PI
controller and for die generation of the training data is 20
sec. The total number of the dataset points is 3600. After
completion of the training, the prediction of the neural
network has also been tested.
The IMC algorithm is implemented using the C. In
order to obtain the better accuracy, the dosing pump is
used to deliver the controller output to control the base
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How. The training time required for both the networks is
large. But once the trained network is used in the IMC
control system, the controller output can he computed
u ithin the short lime

then there will be no offset for constant disturbance and

constant setpoint.
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Setpoint tracking performance of the IMC based
controller has been tested using the constant and nonconstant disturbance. Fig. 7 shows that setpoint tracking
performance of a typical ANN IMC is compared with PI
conventional controller The experiment used consists of a
constant disturbance flow and step changes are applied to
the setpoint over the range of pH from 7 to 10. The
controller regulating pH=7 has a regulatory performance
measured as pH MSE (0.026) which is significantly worse
than IMC based controller having pH MSE (0.0075).
However, the IMC based controller performs significantly
better than the fixed parameter PID controller when tested
at different setpoints.
Disturbance Rejection
The disturbance rejection performance has also been
tested as shown in Fig. 8. For providing a disturbance, a
30 per cent decrease of acid (low has been performed and
this flow has been held constant afterwards.' The IMC
based controller regulating pH=8 has a regulatory
performance measured as pH MSE (0.0065) which ts
significantly better than PID controller having the
performance as pH MSE (0.0*3). The performance
obtained with the neural network based IMC control
system is very good.
Conclusion
The use of ANN to model and control a non-linear pH
process has been investigated. A model based internal
model control system is applied to the laboratory pH
process. The neural network has computed the process
dynamics in all the operation region of the process. The
ANN IMC control system gives better results as
compared with properly tuned PI controller in both set
point tracking and disturbance rejection performance. The
prediction of the pH one dead time ahead of in the future
effectively removes the dead time from the control
calculations. Modeling errors in the IMC system are
always reflected in the disturbance estimate. Within the
IMC system, such modeling errors are treated as
disturbances in order to avoid offsets from the setpoint.
The main advantage of the IMC control system is that
if the steady state gain of the controller is equal to the
reciprocal steady state process gain of the process model.
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